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Hosting an outdoor party on the balcony or in the backyard
has often involved a run to the big-box store for utilitarian
paper goods and plastic plates, and setting the table with

a mishmash of random bowls and tea lights. But this summer
there’s a range of decor and serveware with the more sophisti-
cated look and feel of indoor-quality goods - part of a growing
trend toward blurring indoor/outdoor decor lines. “Outdoor
spaces should really be thought of as an extension of your living
room, and that definitely applies to entertaining,” says Kara
Smith of SFA Design, a bicoastal luxury design firm. “The fur-
nishings should be as approachable as the interior, so that
guests feel comfortable.”

A look at some of what designers and retailers are offering:
Article.com has a teak and powder-coated-steel dining table

with midcentury modern/industrial style that could live indoors
as well as out. The Bali pendant light looks like rattan, but is re-
ally hardy, woven synthetic fiber; a weatherproof rubber insu-
lates the power cord.

Anthropologie’s new outdoor collection includes a woven,
natural, blue-and-white rattan bar cart, table and chairs that
evoke a chic French outdoor cafe. Here too, British designer
Tracey Boyd’s Twill and Atlas ceramic side tables, with interest-
ing geometric patterns.

Digital printing and improved materials and manufacturing
are giving us wonderful new indoor/outdoor rugs that are a far
cry from the slippy, cheap-looking plastic mats of a few years
back. Frontgate has the hip, geometric color-block Halia rug
that’s colorfast and stain-resistant. Yet the hand-tufted, looped
pile makes for a soft, plush feeling underfoot. Also here, a sea
green and blue abstract design rug inspired by a slice of agate.
Extending the mineral theme: a Palm Springs-style dining table
crafted of Brazilian blue quartz on a sleek steel base. Or evoke
the British West Indies with the Montserrat dining chair, in-
spired by traditional wing chairs but built of cast aluminum and
outdoor-worthy woven materials and finishes.

Photo shows the Halia indoor/outdoor rug which comes in festive hues in a geometric pattern that’s modern and fresh for the outdoor
space. — AP photos

Photo provided by Frontgate shows a Brazilian blue quartz slab table on polished stainless steel legs, giving the Solstice dining table con-
temporary elegance.

Photo provided by Anthropologie shows one of British designer
Tracey Boyd’s ceramic stools, right of chair. 


